
Our Spiritual Barometers

Each son is responsible for what they know. That means, for every new piece of Kingdom information
that  they get,  they are  responsible  to  use  it  and develop it  within  them as  part  of  their  growth and
development. We are all accountable for what we know and are derelict if we don’t use the knowledge or
use it wrongly.

Contrary to what we desire as Westerners, Kingdom growth and development comes with the pain of the
many processes we go through. We covet Kingdom privileges, but we don’t want to pay the price for it.
We kid ourselves by falsely believing that Jesus paid all the prices we’ll ever need to pay, so it’s therefore
all down hill. WRONG!

The upside-down Kingdom requires us to be humbled before we can be elevated. It requires us to lose 
everything before we can access to lot.

So here’s some misunderstood, essential information about the Kingdom that we must use properly. The
barometers that we should use to evaluate our spiritual standing are these:

• Joy

• Peace
• Rest

• The lack of fear

Righteousness, peace and joy are hallmarks of the Kingdom and should be evident in us at all times. If we
falter and drift from the path our King is taking us on some or all of these will diminish. Rest is our most
valuable weapon1 in the fight against the enemy, so moving out of rest in any way will weaken us. In
opposition to this, fear is one of the enemy’s most powerful weapons. Any level of fear that we entertain
is a measure of our submission to the wrong entity.

Rick Joyner was shown the importance of these assessment tools. Here’s a little of what he wrote:

“You must do all that you do here with joy. The joy of The Lord is your strength, and you can only
make it through this valley by His strength.” [said Elijah]…“To do His will is the path of life for
everyone. This is His will for you here. This valley has a high purpose, and part of it is to prepare you
for the rest of your journey to the mountain, and then to be of use to The King in the great battle to
come. You must become true warriors, and no true warrior seeks to avoid the enemy. You do not want
to get through this valley until the work that it is here to do in you is complete, and the work you are
here to do in it is complete,” Elijah declared… 

“In this valley lie your greatest fears. They are your greatest threats and your greatest challenges.
That gives this place the potential to be the place of your greatest victories. You cannot have a great
victory without a great battle. In each of the great battles you must fight there are two battles going
on: the one without and the one within. The one within is to find the righteousness, peace, and joy that
is His kingdom. If you win that one, you will win all of the others as well. The Lord created this valley,
but men made it the Valley of the Shadow of Death. So He uses it to seal in His people who they are
called to  be-warriors that  do not kill,  but  impart  life.  They do not wound, but  heal.  They do not
oppress, but set captives free. This is where you will experience some of the greatest evil, and it can
only be defeated with the greatest good,” the prophet said as he turned to face us. If you face each day
as you should, you will end each day with even more of the peace and joy of the kingdom. If you do
that you will see even in this valley a glorious beauty. When you can no longer see the beauty in it, you
will have lost your joy and somehow departed from the path.”2
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1 – lighthouseprophecy.com/rest-the-ultimate-weapon 
2 – Rick Joyner (2018) “The Valley” (“Fire on the Mountain” Book 2) [kindle ed.] p:6-7
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